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Abstract. Indigenous knowledge is a multilayered knowledge system that can effectively manage global ecosystem and
biodiversity conservation. Conservation is an applied discipline with the goal of preserving the world’s biodiversity and
ecosystems. However, settler–coloniser conservation practices often fail to fully examine how settler–coloniser
epistemologies are centred at the expense of Indigenous conservation praxis. Evaluating how conservation practices
outside of an Indigenous lens can become more inclusive and just is a critical area for research and reflection. We draw on
our own experiences as early-career researchers working towards anticolonial, just and inclusive approaches to
conservation science and practice by discussing what it means to be for a Place. We believe that a non-Indigenous
conservationist who is for a Place advocates for inclusive stewardship with Indigenous Peoples and other marginalised
communities to conserve species and ecosystems and the connections that bind communities to their landscapes. As an
example of how settler–coloniser conservation practitioners can be for a Place, we discuss writing a policy statement in
2019 on behalf of the Society for Conservation Biology opposing the construction of the Thirty Meter Telescope on the
summit of Mauna Kea, Hawai‘i. We describe the thought process behind our policy statement and provide examples of
other actions for conservation researchers and practitioners working to be for a Place. We aim to provide our colleagues,
particularly those trained in settler–coloniser conservation practices, an opportunity to identify more just practices for the
Places we aspire to conserve.
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What does it mean to be for a place?
Mātauranga, avatimik kamattiarni, aloha ‘āina. While these
expressions originate from people who are separated by vast
expanses of water, they are united in sentiment. Mātauranga
refers to the knowledge created by Māori, Indigenous Peoples of
Aotearoa New Zealand, and their interconnection and role as
kaitiaki (guardians) to the lands and waters (Wehi et al. 2019).
Avatimik kamattiarni is the Inuit description of their relationship
to nature and their role as stewards of their environment, the
Canadian Arctic (Government of Nunavut 2013). In Hawai‘i,
aloha ‘āina represents not just a relationship between kānaka
maoli (Native Hawaiians) and the land, or ‘āina, but their
relationship with nature. This relationship Native Hawaiians
have with nature is familial and incites a powerful obligation and
responsibility – or kuleana – to care, honour, and respect the
‘āina (Conway-Jones 2004).
The relationship between people and nature is different for
people not of the Place. Non-Indigenous people do not have the
same genealogical connections to the land or water as Indigenous Peoples. For example, kānaka maoli are linked by cosmic
origins to Mauna Kea, described in the Hawaiian cosmogonic
creation story/chant, Kumulipo (Beckwith 1981; Kame‘eleihiwa 1992). Yet, the absence of an ancestral Place-based lineage
does not mean that non-Indigenous people lack a physical or
spiritual connection to a Place. Rather, in the words of Robin
Wall Kimmerer (2013), we have the opportunity to be naturalised to that Place:
‘Being naturalised to place means to live as if this is the land
that feeds you, as if these are the streams from which you
drink, that build your body and fill your spirit y to know that
your ancestors lie in this ground y to live as if your
children’s future matters, to take care of the land as if our
lives and the lives of all our relatives depend on it. Because
they do.’
To be for a Place based conservation builds on this sentiment
with an appreciation and respect for the deep history of a
changing landscape, and recognition that humans have only
been a part of the landscape for a short time: for Indigenous
Peoples millennia, and settler–colonisers mere decades or centuries. To be for a Place requires openness and humility to
learning what the land and its inhabitants have to teach us
through knowledge accumulated by generations of Indigenous
Peoples living in that Place, and the continued evolution of
knowledge and culture.
Here, we discuss what it means, as conservation scientists
trained in settler–coloniser practices and theories, to be for a
Place. We describe how our experience at Mauna Kea inspired
us to think deeply and critically about our personal and professional relationships to the Places where we work, and why we
believe it’s important to do the work to decolonise our science
and practice.
On 28 October 2019, we (the authors) met with the Protectors – or kia‘i – of Mauna Kea at Pu‘uhonua o Pu‘uhuluhulu in
Hawai‘i. We joined in the midday protocol – a communitybuilding ceremony of oli (chants), pule (prayer), and hula – and
learned that the kia‘i were defending the ecological and spiritual
integrity of Mauna Kea in the face of imperialist settler–
coloniser institutions, such as the proposed Thirty Meter
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Telescope (TMT) (Pu‘uhonua o Pu‘uhuluhulu 2019). The profound ethical obligations of the kia‘i inspired us to take action in
solidarity as fellow conservationists. Following this visit, we
drafted a policy statement opposing the construction of the TMT
on Mauna a Wākea (Mauna Kea), Hawai‘i. This statement was
later ratified by the Society for Conservation Biology. Our goal
in writing the policy statement was to illustrate ongoing colonial
(or neocolonial) practices in settler–coloniser science and conservation and add our voices in dissent of continued colonialist
practices.
Being for a Place includes becoming an advocate for that
Place. While some settler–coloniser science communicators are
concerned about the role of scientists as advocates (Pielke
2007), conservation is a mission-driven discipline (Soulé
1985). The values, actions, and cultural lenses that scientists
bring to their work fundamentally shape the way that all research
is imagined and conducted. Being for a Place and advocating for
inclusive stewardship with Indigenous Peoples and other marginalised communities is both just and essential for effective
conservation (Soulé 1985; Smith 2013; Whyte 2016; Whaanga
et al. 2018; Wehi et al. 2019). To be clear, advocacy for a Place
is different from the ‘white man/woman’s burden’ or ‘white
saviour’, a complex where protecting the environment involves
taking rights and control of Indigenous spaces rather than
respecting self-determination (Bandyopadhyay and Patil 2017).
Drawing from and building on emerging anticolonial conservation literatures, we agree that in the absence of justice and
equity for marginalised communities, conservation is not sustainable (Bennett et al. 2017b; Duffy et al. 2019). We believe
that we can walk together with Indigenous Peoples toward
meeting many common social–ecological goals, including the
unique conservation challenges of the 21st century. However, to
develop a more just and inclusive conservation community and
achieve long-term conservation goals, we must acknowledge,
reflect on, and work to dismantle the fundamental colonialist
tenets (policies that are used by a colonial or foreign state to
directly or indirectly dominate another: Cassese 1995) that
underlie and continue to inform the conservation discipline.
Background
Mauna a Wākea – or Mauna Kea – is a dormant volcano on the
island of Hawai‘i in the North Pacific Ocean. ‘Mauna Kea is a
ku% puna, or elder – an ancestor to kānaka maoli representing the
biophysical and genealogical links between the people of earth
and their cosmic origins’ (Na Maka o ka Aina 2020). Mauna Kea
remains a sacred Place for worship, astronomy, and other cultural activities.
The kia‘i are protesting the TMT’s construction on the
summit of Mauna Kea because settler–coloniser scientific
instruments and access restrictions threaten ecological communities and Indigenous connections to, and stewardship of, the
land (Kahanamoku et al. 2020). The managing institutions,
University of Hawai‘i (UH) and the TMT Corporation, have
excluded – and continue to exclude – many kānaka maoli voices
(KAHEA 2010; Kahanamoku et al. 2020). In response, many
kānaka maoli are campaigning against the TMT’s construction,
which includes peaceful protest and occupation of the summit’s
access road. After previous protests in 2014 and 2015, TMT
construction was scheduled to restart in July 2019, activating a
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new occupation at the access road. The arrest of 33 ku% puna
(grandparent, ancestor, relative or close friend of grandparent’s
generation: Pukui and Elbert 1986) on 17 July 2019 marked
escalating tensions between UH, TMT Corporation, the state of
Hawai‘i, and kia‘i.
As settler–coloniser or non-Indigenous conservationists, we
stand with the kia‘i in recognising that the Mauna Kea protection
movement reflects Indigenous Place-based knowledge and
conservation concerns. Mauna Kea’s summit supports a fragile
wind-shaped ecosystem, characterised by specialised primary
producers and a unique community of arthropod predators and
scavengers (Hartt and Neal 1940; Ashlock and Gagne 1983;
Edwards 1987), including endangered and endemic species.
Further degradation of summit ecosystems – already impacted
by existing astronomical development and climate change
(Zhang et al. 2017) – may be irreversible.
For astronomers foreign to Hawai‘i, Mauna Kea has unique
biophysical attributes that make it an exceptional site for
astronomical observations (Maunakea Visitor Information
Station 2020). Indeed, native Hawaiian astronomy has been,
and continues to be, practiced at the summit. Since the 1960s,
coloniser-state institutions, sponsored by 11 nations and numerous universities, have developed 13 astronomical observation
facilities at Mauna Kea’s sacred summit (Kahanamoku et al.
2020). The proposed construction of another observatory, the
TMT, on Mauna Kea would be instrumental for non-Indigenous
astronomical research (University of Hawai’i 2010).
However, construction of another observatory on Mauna Kea
is also the perpetuation of a long history of colonisation
practices adversely impacting the sociocultural, political, economic and natural resources of kānaka maoli (Kahanamoku
et al. 2020). Land use at the summit is the direct result of the
illegal US overthrow of the Hawaiian Monarchy in 1893. After
several decades of colonial rule and sociocultural upheavals,
Hawai‘i gained representation in the US government with
statehood in 1959, 5 years before the first road to Mauna Kea’s
summit was bulldozed.
To date, the persistent foreign astronomical research activity on Mauna Kea has occurred largely without many kānaka
maoli involved in planning, managing, or economically
benefiting from scientific activities. However, we acknowledge that UH has sought to include some kānaka maoli voices
through the Kahu Ku Mauna, a community-based council
advising Mauna Kea developers (http://www.malamamaunakea.org/management/kahu-ku-mauna). Furthermore, we recognise that the construction of the ‘Imiloa Astronomy Center is
an effort by UH to bring together members of the Hawaiian and
non-Hawaiian astronomy community to engage in a common
vision for the future of Mauna Kea (https://imiloahawaii.org/
aboutimiloa). Nonetheless, other kānaka maoli and their allies,
who share a sense of stewardship for Mauna Kea, continue to
disagree with the process of approval for construction and
current management (Kahanamoku et al. 2020). The existing
process directly conflicts with the conservation and astronomy
community’s values (Fu et al. 2019; Venkatesan et al. 2019).
Such practices also obstruct genuinely collaborative efforts
to achieve shared conservation goals for Mauna Kea and for
all sacred sites on Indigenous lands (Garnett et al. 2018;
Kahanamoku et al. 2020).
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How do we walk the land together?
Non-Indigenous conservationists increasingly recognise that
conservation approaches that actively advance social and
environmental justice are necessary to achieve ecologically
sound outcomes (Sikor et al. 2014; Martin et al. 2016; Bennett
et al. 2017a; Ban et al. 2018). Such approaches prioritise
equitable engagement between non-Indigenous and Indigenous
stakeholders (Bussey et al. 2016; Ban et al. 2018; Chang et al.
2019). The terms ‘co-management’, ‘community-based
approaches’, and ‘integrating traditional knowledge’ are
becoming commonplace in the conservation literature (Wilder
et al. 2016; Ban et al. 2018; Rubis and Theriault 2020). Similarly, calls to integrate the social sciences into conservation
highlight the importance of incorporating different kinds of
knowledge and building interdisciplinary collaborations from
the inception of research projects (Bennett et al. 2017a, 2017b).
Efforts towards sustained ecological health cannot have conservation as the only goal, but must also have justice as an equal
goal; this necessitates that conservationists approach their work
with justice as a moral, rather than only a functional imperative.
Even so, little guidance exists for settler–coloniser or nonIndigenous researchers to operationalise for a Place–based
conservation science. Recent developments such as Indigenous
biocultural knowledge, however, may offer a path forward for
future conceptual and methodological development (Bohensky
and Maru 2011; Ens et al. 2015; Gregg et al. 2015; Bussey et al.
2016). Structures and processes that foster the integration of
human dimensions into conservation work can offer guideposts
for settler–coloniser conservation practitioners to build authentic partnerships with Indigenous peoples (Bussey et al. 2016;
Lawler and Bullock 2017; Wallen 2017; Wehi et al. 2019).
Moreover, social science has been traditionally neglected by
dominant settler–coloniser conservation practices. Settler–coloniser conservation practices have a short but incredibly disruptive history on Indigenous lands, and recent work to build
collaborations and incorporate Indigenous Knowledge into
conservation may be met with well-deserved scepticism, distrust, and non-engagement from Indigenous communities
(Chang et al. 2019).
In practice, land that was taken during colonisation should be
returned to Indigenous ownership, followed by effective comanagement and collaboration (MacKenzie et al. 2007; Lawler
and Bullock 2017). Effective conservation co-management of
species and landscapes requires settler–coloniser conservation
practitioners to acknowledge different ways of knowing in the
context of violent colonial and neocolonial history (Valandra
2005; Smith 2013; Kahanamoku et al. 2020), rather than
resorting to performative, institutionally mandated boxticking. Moving towards a future with reparative, equitable,
and resilient conservation outcomes, conservationists trained in
settler–coloniser science must acknowledge and reflect on at
least two key factors in reframing our science and practice:
(1) First, foundational tools used in conservation science
(i.e. land conservation) were deployed alongside genocidal violence and displacement of Indigenous communities.
Settler–coloniser conservationists must recognise and
understand the colonialist norms and methods foundational
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to our discipline that were established during the ‘discovery’ of the ‘New World’. For example, the first federal
conservation lands in the US (e.g. the National Parks
System) accompanied violent removal, genocide, and erasure of Indigenous Peoples from the landscape, such as
Ahwahneechee peoples of what is now Yosemite National
Park (Sanford 2019). Such acts were sanctioned by the
‘Doctrine of Discovery’ – the legal premise for ‘discoverers’ of the ‘New World’ to gain automatic sovereignty
and property rights, despite many generations of Indigenous
Peoples’ presence (Miller 2005).
(2) Second, contemporary conservation efforts continue to
displace Indigenous sovereignty and perpetuate neocolonialism.
Today, federal conservation land management in the US
frames how people interact with conserved Places on a daily
basis (Sanford 2019). Prominent conservation practices,
such as ‘fortress conservation’, perpetuate the exclusion
of Indigenous Peoples from their lands and/or deny them
management rights (Sarkar and Montoya 2011; Van Vleet
et al. 2016). Other contemporary conservation approaches,
such as the Half-Earth Project, continue to counteract efforts
toward social justice by implicitly advocating for practices
leading to human displacement (Schleicher et al. 2019).
Notably absent from many of these approaches are the
social–ecological connections of peoples to Place and Place
to peoples.
Settler–coloniser conservation practitioners must move
beyond appeals for performative engagement and actively build
authentic relationships with Indigenous Peoples. Too often,
success is defined within a settler coloniser framework (Chang
et al. 2019; Rubis and Theriault 2020). In many cases, settler–
coloniser practices are prioritised over the interests, sovereignty,
and scientific expertise and conservation practices of those
whose lands we are working on, reinforcing the false
hierarchy of which way of knowing is the ‘correct’ way
(Smith 2013). Consequently, settler–coloniser-led science continues to participate in neocolonial pressures on Indigenous
Peoples and Places.
Only by acknowledging the violent and racist history of
conservation science and practice can we reflect, question, and
work to dismantle neocolonial practices (Valandra 2005). Settler–coloniser conservation practitioners must learn to acknowledge and revise our own participation in harmful practices. This
work is unsettling but necessary to achieve social and environmental justice, and effective conservation outcomes. This work
requires settler–coloniser conservation practitioners to actively
develop a new conservation science praxis, where knowledge
production, and resource management are shared equitably
(Smith 2013; Chang et al. 2019; Kahanamoku et al. 2020). It
is important to note that confronting and dismantling the ways in
which settler–colonial praxis are built into conservation is a
lifelong practice, where mistakes are expected.
Here, we share five approaches we took to build more
inclusive conservation practices prior to and during our time
with the kia‘i. We provide examples for how one may begin to
transfer these recommendations to non-Indigenous conservation
science and practice more broadly.
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Educate ourselves
Learn about the history of the Places where you work and live,
and the Indigenous people affected by colonisation (Valandra
2005; Kahanamoku et al. 2020). Learn about the violence,
broken treaties, and colonisation methods (e.g. criminalising
Indigenous languages) that led to either genocide or assimilation
of Indigenous people. Learn about the resilience and culture.
Learn how to do reparative environmental justice work
(Valandra 2005; MacKenzie et al. 2007), that is taking measures
to repair harm done through human rights violations committed
against them (Muddell and Hawkins 2018). A deeper appreciation for a Place, its people, and their histories will enhance
our ability to achieve our goals for conserving biodiversity and
habitats. We studied articles on the kia‘i and the TMT, and
focused on the history and genealogy of Mauna Kea from our
kānaka maoli hosts before protocol and from the kia’i during
protocol. We also learned about kānaka maoli scientific practices, such as wayfinding astronomy and Indigenous conservation practices of Hālau ‘Ōhi’a (Karjala et al. 2018;
Kealiikanakaoleohaililani et al. 2018).
Extending to practice
Read the works of Indigenous authors and scholars beyond your
own disciplinary boundaries. Indeed, Kahanamoku et al. (2020)
recommends that astronomers foreign to Hawai‘i using Mauna
Kea-based astronomical instruments should ‘learn Hawaiian
history and culture, regardless of whether they are physically
present in Hawai‘i’. Engage with programs that connect
non-Indigenous researchers with Indigenous scholars and
communities; examples include the Abbe Museum in Bar
Harbor in Maine and the Holding Up the Sky Exhibit at Maine
Historical Society’s Portland Gallery, honouring the lands and
waters of the Wabanaki (Maliseet, Micmac, Penobscot and
Passamaquoddy), the University of Maine WaYS (Wabanaki
Youth in Science), and other institutional programming cocreated with Indigenous scholars. Learn about efforts in reparative
justice, either recommended or currently underway in the Place
where you are working. It can be hard to put yourself on the line,
but it is important to take the leap. Be cautious to avoid putting
an additional burden on Indigenous Peoples by expecting them
to teach us; we must take ownership of our education and praxis
as much as possible.
Acknowledge
Acknowledge those who have genealogical connections to the
land, and the ancestors past, present, and future (e.g. https://
native-land.ca/). Spoken land acknowledgements are a relatively new practice but are gaining traction in academic institutions. These statements are aimed to transform neocolonial
institutions and power arrangements by amplifying Indigenous
Peoples’ survival and resistance to genocidal policies that aim to
eradicate Indigenous epistemologies (Robinson et al. 2019).
Giving land back with words by acknowledging Indigenous
presence is an important step in reparative justice (Valandra
2005), but not the only one: it is critical to move beyond
acknowledgment toward actioning reparative justice practices.
Learning how short and traumatic the colonial era (e.g. ,127
years for colonial rule in Hawai‘i) has been compared with the
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millennia kānaka maoli have lived on the islands of Hawai‘i
made it even more apparent that we needed to honour and
acknowledge whose land we were walking on.
Extending to practice
Many institutions offer example land acknowledgments that can
be used as a starting point for developing your own (e.g. https://
usdac.us/nativeland). Importantly, land acknowledgements
should not be a token description, as if describing a museum
artefact; Indigenous cultures are alive! Include a call to action.
For example, encourage audience members to donate to an
organisation like the American Indian College Fund or legal
support for land defenders.
Show up. Listen. Keep an open mind and an open heart
Making time to show up and listen is key to expanding our
knowledge of Indigenous Peoples and Places and building
relationships of trust. The cocreation of inclusive and just conservation praxis necessitates that partners have equal power to
shape the research direction (Smith 2013). As we do this, we
must keep humility in the front of our minds. By discussing and
reflecting on the privilege of our position prior to meeting our
kānaka maoli hosts and the kia‘i, we were more prepared to fully
listen to their voices and participate in their practice. When they
warmly encouraged the participation of all visitors in a certain
part of the hula during protocol, we were ready to take off our
shoes and follow their lead on the ala – or road – as they performed in honour of their ancestor, Mauna Kea. This is an
example of a first step toward building a collaborative relationship with an Indigenous Community leading toward
knowledge cocreation and equitable co-management.
Extending to practice
Examples include writing proposals with Indigenous partners
with budgets that support the Indigenous partnership (travel for
both parties to visit each other, reimbursing people for their
time, hiring Indigenous students as research assistants in university laboratories). Arrive at meetings with Indigenous partners with a ‘blank page’ – look to them to set priorities rather
than arriving with predetermined priorities and strategies. Listen
without thinking of an answer or ‘solution’ to an issue or
question. Cross-pollinating ways of knowing and scientific
traditions is fertile ground for conservation breakthroughs.
Rather than participating from a place of insecurity, participate
with a peaceful, open heart, ready to do the work and continue
growing. For these approaches to be realised, we acknowledge
that leaders engaging in decision-making must value Indigenous
Peoples’ perspectives. Although this is not the norm, we can
make it so by hiring and promoting Indigenous Peoples into
decision-making positions and demanding that current decisionmakers demonstrate inclusive approaches and implement action
plans to increase Indigenous participation.
Learn when to interrupt, disrupt or sit down
In our professional lives, we need to be willing to take on different
roles. Actively think about centering Indigenous communities,
interrupt narratives that reinforce colonial and racist conservation
norms, and disrupt established systems that continue to overlook
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and marginalise Indigenous Peoples. When we wrote our policy
statement, we were aware of contention regarding TMT among
Indigenous and non-Indigenous scientists, particularly within the
settler–coloniser conservation community. Indeed, we were
challenged immediately after it was published. We are not kānaka
maoli, but we recognised that we are for Mauna Kea, for protecting all sacred Places. We have the privilege to share this
message to a broad conservation audience, so we used our platform to further amplify the message of the kia‘i and push for
dismantling neocolonial practices within our discipline.
It’s uncomfortable. We may feel shame for our ancestors’
actions and shame that we have the luxury to benefit from
institutions and norms built on their atrocities. We may hold
ourselves back because of the fear that we will say or do
something wrong or hurtful. We may feel fragile when our
privilege is threatened (Kendi 2019). We must embrace the
discomfort and fear rather than reacting defensively; being
uncomfortable is one space where real emotional work can
begin. Simultaneously, we should normalise stepping out of the
spotlight while amplifying Indigenous voices.
Extending to practice
Bring up Indigenous issues in casual conversation to challenge
the dominant racist narratives. When participating in local
conservation planning and management, advocate for Indigenous voices, knowledge, and reparative justice initiatives to be
discussed and incorporated. When invited to a settler–coloniser
dominated panel on conservation science, advocate for an
Indigenous scholar who should take your place. If you serve on a
panel, deliver disruptive land acknowledgements, but make sure
you have done the research to accurately represent the history of
that Place (see Acknowledge above).
Act with humility, curiosity, and patience
Try as we might, settler–coloniser conservationists will make
mistakes. Indeed we, the authors, will have made mistakes in
writing this paper. However, we argue that making a mistake
from a place of sincere thoughtfulness and compassion is better
than no action at all. Work to recognise these inevitable missteps
and be humble in the face of mistakes. Humility is a simple idea
but also a radical antithesis to modern settler–coloniser culture,
particularly in the academy. A humility cultural norm could
collectively disrupt barriers to collaboration, sharing of
resources, and larger-scale conservation outcomes.
Be curious about how you can learn from these inevitable
missteps. Offer apologies without defensiveness, and humbly
ask for a chance to improve, but do not expect forgiveness. We
made mistakes in our policy statement. We unintentionally
offended members of the conservation community, including
Indigenous conservation scientists and astronomers, who challenged the notion that our statement was representative of all
kānaka maoli. We reflected deeply on this feedback and worked
hard to rectify where we had overstepped. This reflection also
re-emphasised that we believe we are standing on the right side
of history in opposing the construction of the TMT on Mauna
Kea. We support the action by TMT stakeholders in working
with Native Hawaiian cultural knowledge holders to restart
dialogue on astronomy development (Kahanamoku et al. 2020).
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Change can be slow; many of the problems conservation
science works to address have been decades or centuries in the
making. Patience is necessary for maintaining optimism toward
conservation goals and showing respect to the Peoples and
Places we work with.
Extending to practice
Own your impact by apologising and correcting your mistakes.
Rather than explaining or defending them, learn from them. Do
not expect limitless patience for mistakes. Do not expect
Indigenous collaborators to teach you. Use your advanced
research skills to learn about the history and current context of
the Places where you choose to work, create space and listen.
Read the works of Indigenous scholars: following Indigenous
people and organisations on social media is one way to stay
informed about pressing and ongoing issues faced by Indigenous
researchers and communities. Be patient and do the work to
build relationships with Indigenous scientists and communities.
Listen and reflect.
Our focus here has emphasised being for a Place with respect
to Indigenous communities. Yet, being for a Place can and must
extend to all marginalised communities. We recognise that most
instances of ecological harm have roots in systemic social
inequality (Adhikari and Lovett 2006; Andersson and Agrawal
2011; Cushing et al. 2015). Consider being for a Place in an
urban ecosystem. Cities are highly heterogeneous landscapes
and Black, Indigenous, and People of Colour (BIPOC) in cities
have substantially lower access to environmental amenities (e.g.
urban parks) but are simultaneously exposed to more environmental disamenities (e.g. pollution sources) (Corbera et al.
2007; Cushing et al. 2015). Being for a Place while doing urban
conservation and environmentalism means reconciling equity
and justice for both Indigenous peoples as well as other marginalised communities.
For example, Portland, Oregon, has one of the largest Native
American communities in the US, representing over 300 tribal
affiliations, most of which do not have ancestral ties to the
Portland area. At the same time, Portland has a racist urban
planning history including residential segregation, particularly
towards Black Americans. Tasked with providing safe places
that ‘promote physical, mental, and social health and well-being
in the city’s parks, public space, and natural areas’, Portland
Parks & Recreation (PP&R) often employs principles of being
for a Place. For instance, the Native American Community
Advisory Council advises PP&R about Native cultural, spiritual, and physical needs of the Indigenous community and
collaborates in developing, managing and restoring PP&R lands
and creating policies. The ‘Parks for New Portlanders’ program
is aimed at managing the city’s lands and programs to benefit
BIPOC, refugee and immigrant communities. Through these
and other efforts, PP&R employees often employ principles of
being for a Place to equitably and justly manage the city’s
natural spaces. This is one such example of where being for a
Place can result in beneficial social–ecological outcomes,
emerging from sustained social and environmental justice
through institutional governance of the commons (Ostrom
1990; Andersson and Agrawal 2011).
Social–ecological systems concepts emphasise a complexity
that cannot be addressed by single-panacea approaches (Ostrom

Fig. 1. Word cloud of statements made by authors of this perspective piece
in response to ‘What does it mean to be for a Place?’. Word cloud was
generated on https://www.jasondavies.com/wordcloud/using these options:
(1) spiral: Archimedean, and (2) scale: log(n).

2007). But being for a Place is not a single, prescriptive panacea.
Rather, being for a Place is an ethical and conceptual framework
for advancing conservation in an inclusive and just manner.
Indeed, the processes of learning, diagnosing and adapting are
fundamental to governance in social–ecological systems (Brock
and Carpenter 2007; Ostrom 2007). This process is embedded in
the principles we advocate for here.
Conclusions
Though settler–coloniser conservation practices have made
progress toward considering inclusion and social justice, we are
far from repairing harms of historic and neocolonial practices to
Indigenous Peoples (Chang et al. 2019). In Hawai‘i, kānaka
maoli have been the ones to compromise their rights in the name
of settler–coloniser astronomical practices. This is a direct
affront to achieving environmental justice (Kahanamoku et al.
2020). But the conservation discipline can evolve to be more
inclusive and just by embedding principles of being for a Place
into practice. Settler–coloniser conservation practitioners have a
crucial role in bringing about this transformation.
When asked, ‘what does it mean to be for a Place?’, the
authors shared many ideas including: exercising humility, working with community, being curious and seeking knowledge
(Fig. 1). Collectively, we believe that to be for a Place means
continuous reflection on the consequences of our actions on the
Place and people who are connected to the land. It means having
a willingness to unseat your comfort and put ego aside to act with
intention and humility. A conservation scientist or practitioner
who is for a Place stands by the Place for the long haul,
embraces complexity, and maintains hope despite the often
painfully slow pace of systems-level change. To be a conservationist who is for a Place means acknowledging, learning from,
and integrating Indigenous conservation practices, perspectives,
and ways of knowing. Ultimately, when we are for a Place, we
guarantee that the Place will be for us and for those that come
after us. This sentiment follows the ‘ōlelo no’eau (Hawaiian
proverb), ‘He ali‘i ka ‘āina, he kauwā ke kanaka’ – The land is a
chief; man is its servant (Pukui 1983).

Place-based science
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